THE NETWORK DESKTOP STATION
The new DIAMOND DiaDesk combines important interfaces in a single attractive device. Everything that was previously separated is now combined. Switches, wireless access points, sockets and USB power adapters are available directly at your workstation. Whether it is for a single desk or a workgroup, everything is easily accessible.

FO WIRING
The robust DiaLink connector solution simplifies the installation of fiber optic connections. The DiaLink can be pulled directly into pipes over the entire length of the system, without damaging or contaminating the ferule surface, and connected to the socket simply by plugging it in. There is no need for splicing or any special equipment.

FO NETWORK DISTRIBUTOR
Patch panels, junction boxes and patchcords are important components of fiber optic networks. They are part of the entire network installation and help to maintain efficiency and quality. DIAMOND offers various solutions to enable optimal and powerful standards.

ACTIVE NETWORK DISTRIBUTION COMPONENTS
Active components represent the elements that construct and transmit data in the fiber optic network. The quality products of DIAMOND are perfect to meet up to the high demands on data networks. They ensure reliable and efficient data transfer in a low-maintenance solution.